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Abstract
The thesis titled Antifascist Antifascist action: Ideology and evolution in 1996-2012 aims 
primarily to chart the historical and ideological development of Antifascist Action (AFA), a 
radically Czech anti-fascist organization. Thesis also aims to capture the most important 
moments and changes in the development of this organization since its formation to the 
present, with emphasis on other sub-questions the thesis places: defining methods of AFA 
struggle, AFA definition of the current status and the past, searching for causes of 
development cycles, access explanation for violence or just clarification of terminology. 
Because of the absence of broader and more complete sources the author came to the study of 
archival journals, analysis of different anarchist materials and the use of several interviews. In 
the end the thesis describes the overall history of AFA and creates conclusion that AFA is in 
its current development dynamic organization, which experienced its period of stagnation and 
at least two booms that have a direct connection with the development on the far-right scene. 
It also explains the change in the programm and the strategy of AFA.
